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YOUNG SÁMI MEN ON THE MOVE: ACTORS, ACTIVITIES, AND 

AIMS FOR THE FUTURE 

 

Abstract 

In this study, we have been interviewing eight young Sámi men about experience with rural-

urban and majority-minority transition. The analyses revealed that the transition affected three 

dimensions in their life; actors, activities, and aims for the futures. The important actors 

transformed from relatives to friends. Desirable duties transformed to leisure and sports 

activities. The transformation of aims for the future was guided by birget (to manage or to 

handle); a Sámi concept meaning to cope in your life, both independently and together with 

others. We suggest that social workers can use the three A´s (actors, activities, and aims for 

the future) in an intervention to enhance the well-being for indigenous young men on the 

move. 
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Introduction 

In this study, the aim is to investigate how young North Sámi men manage and handle a 

transformation from adolescents to adult life and from a familiar Sámi rural village to an 

urban city. We have been asking how they were coping during the moving processes and their 

reflection concerning enhancement and challenges in these processes. In order to discuss these 

issues, we have been interviewing eight young North Sámi men from a small Sámi village 

where the majority of the population are Sámi. These men had to move from the Sámi village 
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to a city, where they are a minority, due to education or job. We chose this sample because it 

represents young Sámi men that managed the transition.  

 

The participators are Sámi men, and all have strong affiliation to the Sámi lifestyle, Sámi 

language, and Sámi way of living. Even though the number of participants in this study are 

small, and they are all from one indigenous group, we will argue that the results are applicable 

for indigenous men around the world. They are facing similar challenges and the participants 

are tuning in on the themes in their reflection that are likely to concerns indigenous young 

men around the world.  

 

The Sámi are indigenous people living in multi-ethnical regions of Norway, Sweden, Finland, 

and Russia. In Norway, the Sámi society is divided in three different Sámi language; the 

northern Sámi; Lule Sámi; and Southern Sámi. Traditionally, the Sámi were reindeer herders, 

or lived of fishing, farming or a combination of fishing and farming. The modernization of 

traditional life forms and the harsh assimilation politics has changed the Sámi life form 

(Eidheim, 1987; Minde, 2016). Many young Sámi men have been alienated to Sámi lifeform 

due to these processes in recent year, as the modern life form in the traditional trade has room 

for fewer participants. Hence, less young Sámi men can expect life-prospects within the 

traditional life form. The sedentarization among Sámi men in Sámi villages in the North Sámi 

region is still high (Nystad, 2003; Sørlie & Broderstad, 2011). This is one the reasons why 

less Sámi men take higher education, compared to Sámi females (Johansen, Kvernmo, Spein, 

& Silviken, 2003). 
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Theoretical frame: Young Sámi men on the move 

Indigenous people across the world have suffered harsh colonization and assimilation with 

considerable negative consequences (I. Anderson et al., 2006; Armenta, Whitbeck, Habecker, 

& Lee, 2016; King, Smith, & Gracey, 2009). Colonization is a concept covering a complexity 

as it includes social-historical processes and are the subject of multiple discourses and it can 

be understood in multiple ways. The most common is to understand it in line with settlements; 

the origin people have their land taken over by newcomers, se for example Wolfes discussion 

of the complexity settler colonialism (2013). Another form is “colonization of mind” 

describing how native knowledge is ignored, suppressed, and socialized into the dominant 

society, as Keskitalo, Määatä, and Uusiautti (2011) describe concerning Sámi education. Yet 

another form is “welfare colonization” (Paine 1977, Olsson and Lewis 2002). In the Nordic 

states, the criticism is that welfare state actually is a form for colonization because the only 

way to get access to the welfare is by using the dominate states system. Despite providing 

recourses and access to political influence that indigenous people elsewhere “only can envy” 

(Kuokkanen, 2009) the welfare state gives no room for taking traditional system in the 

indigenous society and collective as a starting point. At the contrary, engaging in the 

indigenous way of living becomes a disadvantage for taking part of the benefits provided by 

the welfare state (Payne 1977, Olsson and Lewis, 2002, Kuokkanen 2009). The young Sámi 

men we have been taking to in this study tells stories fitting into the welfare colonialism 

concept. They have been structural forced to move from their home town to the city in order 

to get education, which is considered a right and a possibility for all youth in Norway; in 

order to get a job, in a land with very low unemployment; in order to have a future prospect, 

in a land where the common future optimism is very high. The diaspore situation they 

describe; forceful on the move, they find themselves in, are a situation they do not share with 

most young men in Norway. Hence, long-term effect of welfare colonialism is a theoretical 
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frame to both to analyze the young Sámi men’s stories, but also to see the link between the 

historical political assimilation towards the Sámi people and their individual life stories today.  

 

Health problems, poverty, drug related problems, and suicidality are among the negative 

consequences of colonization and assimilation (Griffiths, Coleman, Lee, & Madden, 2016; 

Zhao, You, Guthridge, & Lee, 2011). It also caused chances in indigenous societies, changes 

in gender role pattern, and led to low self-esteem for many indigenous people (Kirmayer, 

Brass, & Tait, 2000; Silviken, 2009). One of the many long-term effect of colonialization and 

suppression of indigenous people is that young indigenous men have poorer psychological 

health compared to other men. In Norway, the harsh political strategy called norwegization 

politic aiming to assimilate the Sámi people until the mid-sixties with severe long-term effects 

(Minde, 2016). In the same way as Indigenous men around the world, the young North Sámi 

men have a higher risk to develop health problems, suicide, drop-out from education and 

unemployment compared to other groups (I. Anderson et al., 2006; Atkinson, 2002; Bania, 

2017; Broderstad, Brustad, Johansen, Severeide, & Todal, 2015; Granseth, 2015; King et al., 

2009).  

 

The long-term effect of the welfare colonialism means that many indigenous young men have 

to move from their rural hometown to the urban cities. They move from a village where they 

are a majority to a city where they live as a minority. Due to the life-expectation of remain in 

the traditional life form and remain living in the village, more often than others, the young 

Sámi men have to reorganize their identities and life-prospects. This gives them a weaker base 

entering the adult life. Thus, to diminish the long-term effect of colonization and assimilation 

of indigenous people, enhancing young indigenous men on the move from adolescents to 
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adulthood and from the acquaintance hometown to the alienated city, is a weighty effort. 

Interventions that aim to enhance a safe rural-urban and majority-minority migration for 

young indigenous men are significant to provide well-being for indigenous young men forced 

to move due to job or education.  

 

The young Sámi men are moving in more than one respect, both in space, time, and from boys 

to men. In these processes, they experience that multiple identities are crossing and giving 

directions at the same time. The two Sámi concepts almmáivuohta (manliness or masculinity) 

and almmáiduvvat (to become a man) are relevant to understand the development of identity 

for young Sámi men. Almmáiduvvat is to achieve his power and mastering activities on his 

own (Nystad, 2003). These concepts shed light over the transition to become a man and the 

expected competence of young Sámi men. Masculinity are one way for young indigenous 

men to display their indigenous identity (K. Anderson & Innes, 2015) . The city provides 

places to perform indigenous manliness that both for new ways to create indigenous 

narratives, but also to maintain a connection to the social groups in the traditional hometown. 

How do they handle that the transition from boy to man is coincident with the transition from 

the familiar to the unfamiliar? Which room do they make for themselves as men, as 

indigenous person, as a young adult? These questions point towards a constructive perspective 

on masculinity; high lightening how the young Sámi men are doing masculinity and how do 

they construct themselves to be men.  

 

In resent year research about indigenous urbanity have reviled the complexity of indigenous 

identity and belonging. In different ways, and supported by different empirical data, they 

describe how the city both can be a hostile environment for Indigenous population and create 
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room for belonging gives multiple – and new - narratives for indigenous identities 

(Dankertsen, 2014; Gjerpe, 2013; Nyseth & Pedersen, 2014; Peters & Andersen, 2013). 

Hence, the role of the city is interesting in order to understand how young indigenous men on 

the move. 

 

Despite the challenges for the young Sámi men on the move described in the introduction, 

other have described how the transfer may open intercultural room in the grey zone between 

the familiar and the unfamiliar (Dankertsen, 2014, p. 187). These are creative rooms where 

new identities raise. The young men, moving to the urban cities where they have to adapt in 

an environment where they are a minority, give the men a chance to reinvent their identity, 

and form it according to the available symbols, structures, and institutions. The young men 

find themselves in environment where their traditional and cultural heritage are less visible or 

not visible at all. It leaves them some choices; to adopt whatever symbols, structures, and 

institutions the majority holds valuable, dissociate themselves from the majorities’ valuables, 

or reinvent themselves within these environments. Stuart Hall has described cultural identity 

as ongoing process. Cultural identity is something being continuous created. It is a process 

heading towards the future becoming, rather than todays` being. Cultural identity are 

identification and ongoing, and not something you are or something inherited (Hall, 1996).  

 

The Sámi concept birget (managing or handling) is a concept that helps us direct our analyses 

toward the intimate relation between empowerment and social interaction. Birget means to 

manage or handle all life aspects together with others. It covers area like manage and handle 

the private economy, to manage and handle your household, and manage and handle 

difficulties, always emphasizing togetherness (Boine 2007). Sámi fathers have birget as the 
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most important goal of the upbringing (Boine & Saus 2012). It is not to be best or to succeed; 

it is not competitive, and it is not individualistic. While achieving good results and having a 

high degree of self-consciousness seems to be a goal of western child upbringing, the Sámi 

fathers aim for independence and a relational competence. They teach the young men that 

birget is a desirable competence.  

 

Method 

We chose to use a qualitative design because it is suitable to investigate problems concerning 

experiences (Thagaard, 2009). It is also useful when investigating aspects concerning multi-

cultures and genders (Denzin & Lincoln, 2006). We used the snowball method to recruit the 

participants. We contacted a few, and let the word spread throughout the Sámi network in the 

city. Additionally, we gave strategic information about the study to Sámi adolescents and 

young adults, Sámi networks and formal and informal Sámi organizations, and we took direct 

contact with some potential participators. The targeted participants were young Sámi men that 

have moved from a village where the Sámi are a majority to a city where they are a minority. 

We did not prerequisite that they had especially challenges, rather we aimed for regular young 

Sámi men and their stories about how they handled and experienced to move and their 

reflections concerning this process.  

 

The data for this study is individual, retrospective interviews. The interviewer used an 

interview guide but followed other topics if the participators brought up themes not in the 

guide. We asked them about their upbringing, how they handled the moving process, and their 

reflection about identity. The interview was either in Norwegian or Sámi language; depending 

on the participants own wishes. Efforts were done to make the interview situations to 
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knowledge sharing situations, to make the interviews as comfortable as possible, and to meet 

the participants with respect and reciprocity, in line with the recommendation outlined by 

indigenous researcher as Kuokkanen (2000) Porsanger (2004) and Smith (1999).  

 

We got the interviews transcribed, translated and analyzed in both Norwegian and Sámi 

language. This had two reasons. First, the double analyses represented a quality assurance of 

the interpretation. Second, the participators in the study have lived a life as bilingual language 

users, and we would expect them to mix expressions patters from the two cultures. The 

patterns we are outlining in the results and that carries the discussions, are appearing from the 

participants’ stories. Using both languages in the methodical strategies, those stories can be 

discussed in accordance with the contextual frames where they make sense (Braun & Clarke, 

2006). 

 

We used the snowball method to recruit the participants. We also informed Sámi associations 

in two cities about the study. The analytical strategy was to interpret the participant’s stories 

in order to understand the transition from village to city. To find patterns in the data we coded 

their stories according to contents, relationships, time line and emotional expressions. The 

contents codes were experiences from schools at any level; leisure time; activities they liked 

and disliked; and other experiences. The relationships code hold stories about families; kin; 

friends; important persons; and other persons appearing in any of the interviews. The time line 

was an important part of the analyses because we could read the transformation in the 

historical dimension of their stories. We also draw a line from childhood to current time and 

placed. By doing this, we got a clear picture of the moving process, and it reviled how the 

participant handled the process before and after the actual relocation. The expression 
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conducted samples of information about being sad, happy, enjoying themselves, anxious and 

so on. This expression codes added information in relation to activities, relationships and their 

aims and gave support to our interpretation of the participant’s stories. In the analytical 

process, we saw the three codes; experiences, relationships, and time line in relation to 

background data as education, work, civil status, family background, and economical 

situation.  

 

The strength in our methodical process was that an interviewer that speaks the north Saami 

language fluently did the interviews. The participants stressed this in the interviews and 

highlighted that they found it easier to be open and honest and sincere about how they felt 

about moving from their home village to the city. It might be a weakness that the interviewer 

was a female interviewing young men. However, the interviewer has a long career as a social 

worker before being a researcher and have a lot of experienced talking to young men and 

female about their situations. We believe that these skills help minimizing the potential 

weakness of the gender differences between the participants and the interviewer.  

 

“Gender studies and indigenous studies share a tradition of reflexivity. As a scholar, you are 

expected to tell your audience of listeners or readers who you are and why you are doing the 

research you do”. ”, as (Olsen, 2017, p. 521) formulated it in one of his indigenous studies. 

We are two women with different affiliations to the Sámi societies. One of the authors has 

Sámi heritage and has Sámi as her mother tongue, the other is married to a Sámi man. Both 

are mothers of young Sámi men. The Sámi speaking researcher conducted all the interviews 

in both Sámi and Norwegian languages and did the initial analyses and the analyses in the 

Sámi language. The other researcher conducted the second analyses in Norwegian. The 
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writing process was mutual and characterized by back and forth. The process kept the 

closeness between the choice of word and the analytical interpretation of the meaning.  

 

The study had all the ethical approvals that are required. To avoid strategies and procedures 

that appear not to be respectful or in other ways be inappropriate for young Sámi men, we 

discussed the procedures and the questions with young Sámi men in advance.  

 

Presentation of the participants 
They participators was young Sámi men from 21-25-years-old. We will not present them by 

depersonalized name and age. The Sámi community in Norway have a very low populated 

density. Hence, even pseudonym naming would jeopardize the promised anonymity.  

 

The eight young Sámi participating had no overwhelming negative experience related to the 

moving process. The interviews were conducted in two cities in Northern-Norway depended 

on where the men currently lived. Some had lived in the same city since they moved from 

their hometown, others had moved between several cities. The group is not homogenous when 

it comes to their moving history, the reason why they moved, or the living conditions in the 

city. Five participants were under 18 years old when they moved, and two had been living in 

the city for 5 and 9 years. Three were over 20 years old when they moved, and they had lived 

in the city for 2-3 years at the time of the interview. None of them moved with their family 

but moved on their own and as a part of their independence from their nuclear families. Seven 

of the participants shared apartments with peers, relatives, girlfriends, or acquaintances. One 

had a one-room flat, and he had relatives in the city that he could visit. Just a few of them had 

children at the time of the interview, and none of them had the daily care of a child. 
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Five of the participants moved because of education at university level, while three moved 

because of military service or job opportunity. In Norway, university education is free, and 

normally students are financing living expenses students with low-interest education loan. 

Attending university is common, despite the family’s economy. It is not limited to high-

income families or the cultural elite. Furthermore, most children attend to community primary 

school, which give an academic background suited for Norwegian universities. It means that a 

relative high number of adolescents from both cultural minority and majority attend a 

university education.  

 

Results and analyzes 
The importance of actors; moving from relatives to friends 
All the participants talked about important persons in their life. It came apparent that these 

important persons had change when they moved. The people they came in connection to on 

daily base were important. They stressed the important of actors; people with a certain status. 

The status was not elite- or class related, but status in form of a person they could do 

something with. In the hometown, the important actors were relatives and kin. In the city, the 

important actor was friends. We understood them as pointing towards the important of having 

a person beside them.  

 

All the participants emphasize relatives as significant others. They spoke of parents, 

grandparents, uncles and aunts, and all kind of kin, as close persons that they value and who 

plays a distinctive role in their life. This is not relationships that only plays a sentimental or 

emotional role but have a practical influence on their life. They tell us how they use to interact 
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with them on a day-to-day basis. As we understand the participants, they consider these 

practical dimensions of being with another person and having actors in their daily life as 

important. To be close is does not necessarily have an emotional meaning, it seems to have a 

more practical meaning. They want to have real person to be close to, a person they want to 

do activities together with them. To capture this practical dimension, we have chosen the 

concept actors. Actors means persons who do something, is are active and aiming for 

something.  

 

To demonstrate the weight the young men put on the importance of actors, we start this 

presentation with a reflection from one of the participants. ”I once said that Sámi children 

become more independent and cope better [than others] because they have a large community 

surrounding them; they have cousins, grandparents…”. As we can see from this reflection, the 

relatives in the hometown give them a broad network that supports them. Many different 

people are giving them different kind of support, but he also has some critical reflections. The 

participant goes on in his comments by saying: “You never needed to get to know new 

people». He goes on: “It is not only that you have to meet new people, you have get used to 

that they have another culture as well`. They lack experience in the important task when 

moving according to this participant; you have to learn to know new people. This is a crucial 

competence when moving to an unfamiliar city. Another of the participant told us how his 

girlfriend made him aware of the benefit of small talk. He had never had to learn small talk 

because his network in his hometown was either relatives or kin. After learning it, he realized 

that it is a tool to get to know new people. 
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The young Sámi men continued to regard relationship with someone as important after 

moving to the city, but in another form. Instead of closeness to relatives, they became close to 

friend as peers. Because closeness was to do something with another, they could reinvent how 

to be together in order to get new relationships in the city. The young men from the same 

village kept together and valued their fellowship. However, they also worked hard to make 

new friends.  

 

There was two different kinds of actors after the moving process. First, relationships with the 

friends from the hometown whom they were able to relax with because they shared the Sámi 

culture and language and often were relatives. Second, acquaintance with someone from the 

city. The young men highlighted the importance of both kind of actors to enhance that the 

moving shall succeed regarding thriving and well-being.  

 

The importance of activities; changing of masculinity when moving from desirable duties to 
leisure activities 
The participants had a mutual attention to activities, both when they talked about experiences 

in their hometown and in the city. Everybody had been participating in practical duties and 

had pleasant memories from this. Some of them had affiliation to reindeer herding and had 

been largely involved in activities concerning this. Many did participate in duty activities like 

berry hunting, wood chopping, and snow clearing during childhood. Additionally, most of 

them were involved in sport activities, either organized or informal. Moving from the village 

to the city transformed their activities from desirable duties to leisure activities. By this 

transformation, also their masculinity transformed. In the rural village, participating in 

tradition activities defined manliness. In the city, however, participating in sport associated 

activities, gave access to the indigenous male community.  
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Four came from reindeer herding families. They were involved in different types of practical 

work with the herding. The reindeers are moving from inland to coast between winter and 

summer. Hence, the reindeer herders are living a modern nomadic life, following the herd. 

We say modern, because it is a highly specialized and motorized moving process, affecting 

the entire family, but in a different way than it used to do. One of the participants described 

how he kept an open time schedule to make room for reindeer herding. “I don´t normally join 

a weekend cottage trip but rather goes around about. I am at home, in the village, or join my 

grandfathers on the mountain trip. I am a lot at the rein camp [where the herd is at the time]”. 

As we can see, he organized himself so that he could choose to “touch and go”. In the 

hometown village, he kept an opening in the time schedule to the desirable duty task, but in 

the city the activities were more leisure oriented. 

 

All the participants were engaged in practical task when they grew up. They described these 

tasks in positive wordings, and it came across as desirable activities. The relatives were often 

a part of the story; going to the mountain with grandparents or selling reindeer products to the 

tourist with their uncle. In the city, one of the participants told us that he had engaged in 

several new activities, as playing soccer and music. “And soccer; I use to play when I was 

younger, and when I moved to the city, I begun with soccer again”.  

 

After they moved to the city, activities were still important, but the kind of activities had 

changed. Practical tasks, as they had been involved with at home, were reduced to a 

minimum. The sports activity, however, had expanded. They replaced desirable duties with 

leisure activities. All of the participants were involved in sports activities. Even the ones that 

were not so athletic themselves had a role in sports related activities. 
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All the young men talked about sports activities as fundamental for thriving and their well-

being. It is not necessary the activity itself, the competition or the training, that is of 

importance. It is to belong to a community, which is of importance. The sport activities bring 

a togetherness that they value. “I was interested in establishing the club, and I went to the 

meeting because I wanted to get to know the people involved”. When we follow their 

explanation of their interest in sports activities, we can see that the togetherness even had a 

deeper significance. It builds an arena for being Sámi in the city. Two citations can highlight 

this. ´When I was 16 years old, I wanted to be a sport athlete. The coach said nice things 

about me, and I got support from the club`. We ask the participant why he ended his contract 

with the club and became engage in establishing a new club. “It was to enhance the identity. 

When I trained in the first club, I had no feeling of identity, I felt nothing. It is not my club, 

you see. No belonging”. Later he deepened his point by adding: “The new club is a better 

offer, frankly speaking, it is good…we try to promote the Saminess”. 

 

The importance of birget as an aim; moving life-prospects from the familiar to the 
unfamiliar 
The new club the participants above refers to is of special interest for us. In one of the cities, 

several of the young Sámi men had established a new sport club. This club was not only about 

keeping up the active sports-life they knew from home. It was also to make an arena to live as 

Sámi. The sport club was engaging the athletes, but also those who preferred other roles, as 

economist, organizer and so on. The club acted as an arena to be together, to participate in a 

Sámi community. To enhance their situation after the moving process, the young men made a 

new arena for them self and the new actors with whom they interacted. They made themselves 

an area to move from doing desirable duties to leisure activities. The young Sámi men 
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redefined and reinvented the activities in the context of the city and made room for being a 

young Sámi man in the city.  

 

To establish a sports club as an arena to be Sámi in the new city, we analyze as a way to move 

the hometown activities into new contexts. Furthermore, we understand it as a way to make 

infrastructures for relationships with new kind of actors. In sum, we interpret it as an 

important part of taking control over the transition of relationships and activities. They use the 

arena they have created to master their situations. To birget, they would call this.  

 

We asked them what they considered as masculinity. The participants understood 

almmáivuohta as something you do together and yet being independent. Almmáivuohta has to 

do with taking responsibility, they said. Almmáiduvvat were linked to physical and 

psychological challenges. They sum it up by connecting almmáivuohta, almmáiduvvat and 

birget. It is about coping, to cope together with others, showing respect to others and to 

manage life. Everybody said that to care for others was almmáivuohta, and all of them draw 

connection between almmáivuohta and well-being. None mentioned winning, being strong, or 

to be an individualist.  

 

The participants describe how they by different means managed the transition from being part 

of a majority in a familiar village to be a minority in an unfamiliar city. Despite these eights 

men’s personal success in this transition, they expressed it as challenging. One said: “I think it 

is hard for young Sámi…” and expressed sympathy for the ones that did not handle the 

moving process. Everybody knew someone that did not manage it. The participators 
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mentioned lack of arena where they felt at home as one of the reasons. Another said that 

suchlike challenges were one of the main motivations for him to contribute to establish the 

sport club. He knew people that felt rejected and did not attend other clubs because they knew 

so few. The sport club is offering an arena to manage the identity challenge some are 

suffering from. It facilitates the move from the familiar to the unfamiliar by making an arena 

to be creative about how to be a young Sámi man in an unfamiliar context.  

 

Discussion 
The young men in this study have experienced a transition from rural to urban places and 

from majority to minority contexts while they do what all young people experience in their 

adolescent; a transition from adolescents to adult. As every teenage parent know, this 

transition is hard enough without any extra processes going on. However, as many indigenous 

parents know, indigenous youth often have to go through this period at the same time as some 

other challenging processes taking place. Most of them are doing well and manage these 

processes well. However, because of the extra burden the long-term effect of colonization and 

suppression causes on psychological health and well-being (King et al., 2009), some young 

indigenous men find the multiple transition process difficult. They would benefit from more 

and better support in this period.  

 

Our questions for the discussion how the young men are managing and handling these 

transitions and what are their reflection about this. We are aiming to identify useful elements 

for social workers wanting to enhance young indigenous men’s well-being in transition. The 

interviews reviled three main dimensions the young Sámi men activated to manage their 
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transitions: actors, activities, and aims. These three dimensions facilitated the transition in 

different ways, enhancing different aspects of the moving process.  

 

(Model 1: The three A´s to enhance well-being for indigenous young men in transition here) 

 

 

Actors 
We can see a transition in the actors before and after the moving process. The young Sámi 

men do not interact with the same kind of people in the hometown as in the city. While they 

were close to relatives at home, they are leaning on friends and peers in the city. The 

consistent element is not the type of relationship; the stable elements are strong and 

predictable relationships.  

 

In the rural village, these relatives are actors in the young Sámi men’s life that came with 

“birth”. The young men did not have to work to maintain the relationships with their relatives. 

In the city, however, they needed to learn how to establish new relationships and how to 

maintain those already made. Hence, some of the young men addressed the need to learn the 

skills for making new relationships, as small talk, getting to know new people, and to expand 

the personal network. In order to thrive in the new contexts in the city, these skills were 

necessary. For some, these relational technics were no easy tasks, and something most of 

them never had been reflection upon before they had to move. Because they had to change 

relationships from relative to friends and peers, they learned that to make friends was 

something they had to do, but not used to do.  
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Social relations are one of the four dimensions that cause well-being according to the 

salutogenic model (Lindström & Eriksson, 2005). To enhance the well-being for young men 

on the move, paying attention to the process of creating new relationships is important in 

order to support sense of coherence. The task is not complicated neither to learn nor to 

involve in an intervention. However, the young men might profit profoundly from it.  

 

Activities 
The establishing of a new sport club demonstrated several points of interest in order to debate 

experiences and reflections concerning moving. Even more, it demonstrated several issues 

regarding how to support young indigenous men on the move. Firstly, the young men 

established the sport club because they felt they needed somewhere to be Sámi. Secondly, 

they did it because they needed an arena to meet new people in familiar context. Thirdly, they 

did it because they needed an arena to transform their desirable duties into activities that fit 

the city context, but still were desirable.  

 

As we can see, the sport club was not merely a place to do sport. To start up a sport club was 

to create a room to be in the city. To be a Sámi in the city, to be a young man in the city, and 

to be a friend. Additional it was a place to become using concept from Hall (1996): To 

become a Sámi in the city, instead of a Sámi in the hometown. To become a man in the city, 

instead of a man at home. Almmáiduvvat was not the same in the city as in the hometown. To 

establish the sport club was to create a room for almmáiduvvat. This is in line with Nystad 

(2003) when she explain almmáiduvvat as achieving power and mastering activities. 
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The sport club was also a place to hold onto their relationships and to hold onto their 

ethnicity. Additional it was a place to expand relationships and reinterpret their way of being 

Sámi. Dankertsen (2014) has taught us about the grey zone between the Sámi and the 

Norwegian and the way it opens up intercultural rooms where the young Sámi can interpret 

ethnicity in new ways. The young men describe the sport club as being a place that helps them 

to create such intercultural rooms. The sport club is an infrastructure to create such 

intercultural rooms.  

 

In the village, the young men spent time on desirable duties. Moving to the city, they 

transformed these desirable activities to leisure and sport activities. The sport club represented 

a place to do this. The sport club facilitated competence to adjust the regular, familiar 

activities at home into new competences. To transform desirable activities such as berry 

picking, hunting, reindeer herding, and wood chopping, into new activities, is necessary when 

a young man has to move to the city. These activities are just too rare in the city. Hence, the 

young men had to reinvent how to use his leisure time. When they established the sport club, 

they did not only establish a place to be active. They also established a place to support each 

other in the transformation from rural to urban life. In the sport club, with the diverse role to 

take, they made up a place to try new roles and play around with the familiar and the 

unfamiliar. Because it was a Sámi sport club, they had the infrastructure to continue to be in a 

majority situation. However, since it was a grey zone, as Dankertsen (2014) calls it, it became 

a place with crossroads of different identities. They can take on and mix multiple roles but do 

so in safe environment. This gives the young men the arena to take power over their situation 

when moving from a majority situation to a minority situation. They adjust to the city life 

with backing from a place where they are not always a minority. They practice tasks and skills 

necessary both as adult, man, and as citizens, by moving in and out of the familiar situations 
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facilitated by the sport club. This enhance them to cope when different identities meet and 

collide. 

 

In order to find elements for invention to enhance young indigenous men who experience 

problems when they have to move from the familiar majority base, the sport club might serve 

as an example. It is hard for young men to be thrown into a world where all their known 

identities become challenged and multiple new ones are presented. A crossroads of identities 

and conflicting categories give opportunities, but also some possible suppression. The way the 

sport club gave the young Sámi men room for moving from the familiar to the unfamiliar, to 

play with different roles, should be a foundation for an intervention that aim to enhance young 

indigenous men on the move.  

 

Aims 
Birget is the aim for the upbringing of a young Sámi man, according to the fathers (Boine 

2007). To raise a Sámi boy is to aim for a young man that cope in life independent and cope 

together with people. From the interviewed with the Sámi men, we have seen how they have 

used the new sport club as an arena to manage the city life. They have birget by making an 

arena to be together, but also to learn to get new friends. They birget in familiar contexts and 

used it to birget in unfamiliar contexts. For a Sámi father that must be as feeling he succeeded 

in his upbringing. Addition, the sport activities gave new arenas to display indigenous 

masculinity (K. Anderson & Innes, 2015). The sport club was not merely a sport club; it was a 

Sámi sport club. Furthermore, the Sámi sport club gave direction for the young men for their 

cultural identity. In order to create a place for them to be Sámi in the city, they used the sport 
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club as a place to be Sámi. This is in line with how Stuart Hall (1996) describe identity as 

something in continuous creation.  

 

The young Sámi men demonstrate how they manage to cope in new contexts, and this being 

the main reason why their experience their transition from the hometown to the city as 

successful. Even though they did not experience it as easy, they used their strength to master 

the situation, that being the ambition to birget as almmáivuohta in new contexts together, yet 

independent.  

 

For a person it is important that the activity is social valuable and meaningful. The young 

Sámi men have used their coping abilities – their birget – to make sports activities their 

infrastructure to transfer the city life without losing themselves. The term “losing 

themselves”, we understood as losing their saminess, their sense of belonging, or their life-

prospects. We interpret this as being experiences of powerlessness as demonstrated in the 

theory of intersectionality (Olsen, 2018). When their reflected upon the one that did not 

succeed in the transition, we understand it as being men that were about to lose themselves.  

 

To move between different cultural contexts, as the young men we have interviewed manage, 

is a competence that provide recourses in transition processes. Social workers that aim to 

enhance young men on the move, have to support them to adapt to new contexts. At the same 

time, they have to enhance the young Sámi men in the process of having strategies to handle 

multiple- and colliding identities. This to avoid being vulnerable for power and structural 

forces in the societies affecting them negative.  
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Conclusion  

This study identifies three important dimension that are in transition when indigenous men are 

on the move from rural villages to urban cities and from being a part of a majority to be a part 

of a minority; actors, activities, and aims for the future. The three A´s model captures these 

dimensions and is a potential tool for social worker to enhance well-being for young men on 

the move. The social workers need to address all of these three dimensions. If a social worker 

got the idea to support young men to establish a sport club to assist a transition process, and 

he went on stressing the winner-looser culture, he would fail if he meets the young Sámi men 

we have been interviewing. Their frame of references was not a winner culture or individual 

success; rather it was to be together, yet independent. 

 

The young Sámi men we have been interviewing experienced a transition from relatives to 

friends and peers, from desirable duties to leisure activities, and used their skills to birget as a 

tool to manage the challenges in the moving process. Young men from other indigenous 

people might experience other variation in transition in regard to relationships, activities, and 

aims. However, we expect them to experience that the moving process would address these 

three dimensions. It is because the long-term effect of the harsh colonization politic towards 

indigenous people are similar. Furthermore, we expect them to recognize them as important 

parts of the transition. It is because we believe that young indigenous men are under similar 

stress around the world. 
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For social workers that aim to enhance young indigenous men on the move, we have been 

discussing three suggestions. First, we gave the social workers the advice to pay attention to 

the new actors the young Sámi men can relate to. Second, we said that the foundation of an 

intervention should be to make room for the young men to play with different roles and 

different identities. Thirdly, we argued that the references for the intervention have to be the 

frame of references in the young men’s culture. We believe that the three A´s to enhance 

transition for young men on the move is a model social that workers can use as a framework. 

The model has the potential to be the structure for intervention to seek to enhance the well-

being for indigenous young men on the move. The model directs the social workers attention 

to the core changing dimensions in the transition. The model can guide the social workers to 

ask: How is this a moving process regarding relations? How is this a moving process 

regarding activities? How does this moving process affect the aims for the future for this 

person? 

 

In the future, we propose to use the model in strategic intervention and to evaluate the 

outcome. It is essential to find interventions that support the young indigenous men, enduring 

the long-term effect of the suppression and colonization of indigenous people.  

 

Glossary 
almmáiduvvat: to become a man 

almmáivuohta: manliness or masculinity 

birget: to handle or manage (together with) 
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